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Calendar for 2010
August 12th Club meeting 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. at Massachusetts Historical Society, Boston. Anne Bentley and John Adams to speak.
From the Editor

Various of you will be getting dues reminders. Prompt payment will insure that you get what appears to be a cornucopia of good material in the second half.

The article by Steve Cox is an excellent contribution to an under-researched topic, Spanish Indian peace medals. Steve continues his research and promises more to come. In addition, we are hoping that one or two of our members expert in this area will offer their comments.

Following Steve’s article is a compendium of which we are quite proud. Included are images of eleven of the 12 medals commemorating the Peace of Breda. Despite the extraordinary aesthetic appeal of these medals, there has been no publication which has brought them together. What you will soon see is an exciting “first.”

If you haven’t made plans to attend our annual meeting on August 12th at the Massachusetts Historical Society, shame on you.

The exhibition herewith described may be viewed at the Massachusetts Historical Society. Attendees at the ANA convention need walk only two blocks west from the Hynes Auditorium on Boylston Street to reach the MHS.

Precious Metals exhibition outline

Second floor lobby: Exhibition Introduction (large Panel)

Case 1 Introduction/Ships Columbia and Washington medal
- all three versions
- logbook
- painting on glass
- Revere’s entry
- Barrell silhouette

Hamilton Room:

Case 2 Washington/Webster Comitia Americana series
- w. additions of Henry Lee splashers; John Paul Jones bronze
- Newburgh Address
- Washington’s epaulets

On walls:

General George Washington 1784 and 1786, by Wright and Trumbull, commissioned by Jefferson (over the fireplace)

Daniel Webster 1830, by Chester Harding
Oliver Room:

**Case 3** against wall  ** Coinage  

1630 Massachusetts-Bay Co. receipt for stock wampum  
1652  NE shilling and threepence  
1652  Willow tree sixpence  
1652  Pine tree shilling  
pocket scale  
1690/1 note (replacement for coinage)  
1722 parchment notes (ditto)  
various US coins  
tokens that circulated as money

On wall above:  
*Governor John Winthrop* by unidentified after original at State House  
*Jeremy Belknap* by Henry Sargent

**Case 4/5** center of room  ** Betts medals**  
side 1 Betts introduction  
earliest Betts and Indian medals  
side 2  later Betts through Revolution, including U.S. and Dutch  
Diplomatic medals

**Case 6** against wall  ** Betts medals, Vernon series**  
various examples: Porto Bello, Chagre, Cartagena, Havana  
2 rare engravings of PB and C assaults  
Silver punch strainer by William Breed  
1741 Mass. recruiting for Cuba Broadside  
Enlistment ms.

On wall above:  2 or 3 Hart maps

**Case 7** against wall  ** Washingtonia from Appleton**  
fill the case with high rarity Washington medals and tokens celebrating his life and the mourning medals of 1800.

On wall above:  *President George Washington* by Gullager  
Framed Mourning handkerchief, c. 1800
Little did I realize one cool December morning of 2004, that in April 2010 I would be writing an article about an early Spanish medal that at the time I had no knowledge of. It all started on a trip I made to visit a friend and fellow history buff. The area on, and surrounding his farm, is rich in sites from the first days of Indian Removal, early 1830’s. While out on one such site, a historic Choctaw meeting place, he glanced down at the ground and saw what he thought was a silver dollar. After examining it closer he saw it was not a coin, but some kind of medal. The inscriptions on the medal were all in Spanish, and no date was on it that might help determine the age. After looking at it I didn’t know a lot more about it than he did, but having spent 5 years running a gold dredging operation in Ecuador, I was able to translate the Spanish inscriptions on it. I was intrigued by it, and a few months after acquiring it, I decided to dedicate some time researching it. After 6 years and several hundred hours of research I decided it was time to put my work into a research paper. I am not a stranger to this type of project. In 1974 after a decade of historic site location and research, I became a founding member of the Southwest American Historic Artifact Research Association, referred to as “S.A.H.A.R.A.” I served as President for many years, and enjoyed working with many archeologist, museums, and research groups.

After I started researching the medal, it didn’t take long to figure out that it was an early Spanish medal dating to the reign of the Spanish King, Carlos III, 1759 to 1788. Fig. 3. The driving force behind my curiosity was the fact that for several years I was able to find only a few references and fewer Images, and they were all of the larger Carlos III, Al Merito medal. For these first few years it was very baffling. I was not going to let up until I found an example of the smaller medal to compare to the one I had. Now even after 6 years, I have only documented one other Carlos III, Al Merito small medal. This was a day I will not forget. I was reviewing a book, and up popped an image of a small Carlos III, Al Merito medal, and it was identical to the one I had.
Fig. 2. I got in contact with Morris Arnold, author of this book, “Rumble of a Distant Drum: The Quapaws & Old World Newcomers 1673-1804”. Mr. Arnold was kind enough to help me contact the owners of the medal, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Supernaw; they are direct descendants of Buffalo Chief, a Quapaw Chief from 1760 to 1773, to whom this medal was presented. The Supernaw family was very helpful in my research into this subject.

The practice of presenting medals to Indian Chiefs in America started long before colonial independence, even though the exact date is unknown, the Spanish, French, and British presented medals to Chiefs long before colonial independence.

The first medals struck and presented as Indian Peace Medals to Indian Chiefs by the Spanish were the Carlos III, Al Merito medals, struck after the cession of Louisiana to Spain in 1762. The earliest known Spanish peace medals found in America, and struck specifically as Indian Peace Medals were Carlos III, Al Merito, large medals, Betts 536, referred to as “Spanish Indian (?) Medal.

In 1764 the Spanish Al Merito military decoration was created to present to Spanish militia officers in Havana for military accomplishments. The first reference to the creation of the Al Merito medal appears in a communication dated Feb. 14, 1769 from Julian de Arriaga, “Secretary of Marine, and of the Indies”, to Miguel de Muzquiz, “Secretary of the Spanish Treasury”, in which the following references are noted. In a communication dated April 24, 1764 the Marquis of Esquilache advised Julian de Arriaga that the king, Carlos III had resolved to have some gold and silver medals made bearing his image on the obverse, and the words Al Merito on the reverse. These were to be military decorations to be awarded at the Governors discretion, to officers of the new militia units in Havana. It is also stated in 1764 that Secretary of War, Esquilache, and Secretary of State, Grimaldi, who were appointed by Carlos III in 1762, as Ministerial Council for the Defiance of the Empire, personally saw to this mater. They also had commissioned Thomas Francisco Prieto to engrave the dies.

Prieto was appointed in 1748 as the Principal Engraver of the Royal Mint, in Madrid. In 1761 under Carlos III he was appointed Engraver General of Coins and Medals.

The first edition of the Carlos III, Al Merito medal “the small medal” was struck July 20, 1764. The obverse bearing a naked bust of Carlos III, in Roman style, with short hair and a crown of Laurel leaves, around the border were the words CARLOS III REY DE ESP DELAS INDIAS and on the reverse, surrounded by a wreath of Laurel leaves, the words AL MERITO. The inscription on each side was in Spanish rather than Latin, which was the only language permitted for official medals of the kingdom. The medals had suspension rings which apparently were applied, however appear to have been part of the casting. In Prieto’s medal accounts of July 20, 1764 the first striking consisted of 12 Gold, and 32 Silver medals. It is also likely, as was the custom, that some were struck in bronze to be given to persons participating in the minting of the medal. These would not have had suspension rings. In May 17, 1765, 50 more silver medals were ordered, 68 were cast, but only 50 were struck. This order, like the first order was to be sent to America. References to

---

1 Phone conversation between Steve Cox and Risa Proctor Supernaw, Feb. 14, 2008
2 Indian Peace Medals in American History, Francis Paul Prucha
3 American Colonial History Illustrated By Contemporary Medals, 1894, Charles Wyllys Betts. Page 239
4 The First Spanish Military Decorations, Thomas Francisco Prieto’s Al Merito Medals, Elvira Villena, From the Medal No. 36, page 25.
5 Archivo General de Simancas (A.G.S.) Superintendent and Secretary of the House, Madrid, Page 834
6 The First Spanish Military Decorations, Thomas Francisco Prieto’s Al Merito Medals, Elvira Villena, From the Medal No. 36, page 27.
these early medals being used as Indian peace medals can be found 2 years later in the spring of 1767 when Governor of Louisiana, Antonio de Ulloa, sent an expedition to the mouth of the Missouri River. In a communication to the commander it was stated that it had always been a practice to give medals of the king to the Chiefs and Sub Chiefs.

The Al Merito medals were not struck again until 1769, when on Feb. 22 of the same year Mazquiz issued a royal order to strike 18 Gold medals, and to conserve the dies for possible future orders. In Prieto’s medal accounts of March 29, 1769 he had struck 20 medals, of which 6 were sent to Julian de Arriga on April 2. Shortly after, Alejandro O’Reilly succeeded Ulloa as governor of Louisiana. In the fall of 1769, he distributed small Spanish medals left to him by Ulloa, to the chiefs living within 60 leagues (207 Miles) of New Orleans. The small medals were presented to Chiefs of the following tribes, Tunicas, Taensas, Pacanas, Houmas, Bayogoulas, Ofogoulas, Chauachas, and Ouachas, and on Oct. 22, to Chiefs of the Chitoches, Pascagoulas, and Mobilians, and on Oct. 29, the Chitiaches, and on Nov. 16, the Quapaws.

In 1770 Athanase de Mezieres, Lieutenant Governor of the Spanish Frontier distributed the small Spanish medals to Chiefs of the Cadodacho, Petit Cado, and Yatansi tribes.

On Oct. 16, 1770, 2 more were sent to the Viceroy of Peru. On July 27, 1771, 2 Gold and 2 silver medals were sent to Arriaga. In 1771 Fernando de Leyba, Governor of Spanish Illinois, was sent a small medal by Luis de Ungaza, the Governor of Louisiana, to be presented to the Quapaw Chief, Cazenonpoint. In return the Chief was to surrender his French medal. After seeing that the Spanish medal was smaller than the French medal, Cazenonpoint declared the Spanish had cheated him, and demanded his French medal be returned.

On Feb. 26, 1772, 2 medals were sent to Peru. On August 24, 1772, 2 more medals were sent to Peru.

Between the years of 1764 and 1773, the Quapaw Chief (Ki-He-Kah) Buffalo Chief, was presented a small Spanish medal. This medal is in the possession of descendants of Buffalo Chief. This is one of only two Carlos III, Al Merito small Spanish medals I have found record of that is still in existence today. The second one being the one found on the Choctaw site in Oklahoma in Dec. 2004, and mentioned earlier in this paper. This medal is in the Steve Cox Collection.

On April 8, 1775 at the request of Luis de Unzaga, the Governor of Louisiana, 4 Gold and 2 silver medals were sent to the Department of Marine, and the Indies. Unzaga the Governor of Louisiana had also distributed small medals left to him by the previous Governor of Louisiana, Alejandro O’Reilly. In July 1777, 2 more gold medals were sent to Chile. In July 1778, under the governor of Spanish Illinois, Fernando de Leyba, 2 small medals were given to Osage Chiefs, and another 4 to 6 more medals were requested.

---

**vii** Instructions to Ulloa, March 6, 1767. The Spanish Regime in Missouri. Louis Houck, R.R. Donnelley and Sons Co. 1909, Page 11-12.

**viii** Statement accompanying O’Reilly to Julian de Arriaga, Oct. 17, 1769. Spain in the Mississippi Valley, By Lawrence Kinnaird, 1949, Volume 1, Page 102.


**x** Spanish Louisiana Historical Association, Notable Men and Women of Louisiana, “Athanase de Mezieres” 2004, By Truman Stacey, Page 1.


**xii** Galvez to Leyba, Sept. 2, 1778. Spain in the Mississippi Valley, By Lawrence Kinnaird, 1949, Volume 1, Page 305, 321.
In February 1776 Carlos III ordered the creation of a new Al Merito medal of a greater diameter. The reason for this order was given in a communication on August 19, 1777 from Jose de Galvez to Miguel de Muzquiz, indicating that the Indian Chiefs of the Province of Louisiana were insulted because the medals given them by the English were larger than the ones given to Unzaga, governor of Louisiana, to be distributed to them.

The Carlos III, Al Merito small silver medals were struck between July 20, 1764, and the spring of, 1783. I know of only two existing specimens of this medal. Small Specimen #1, Fig. 2. The medal presented to the Quapaw Chief (Ki-He-Kah) between 1764 and 1773. Small Specimen #2, Fig. 3. Steve Cox Collection.

On August 22, 1777 orders were given to the Royal Mint to create new dies for the Al Merito medal that would increase the diameter from 36 mm to 54 mm. The new medals were to be similar to the first issue in almost everything but size. This job again fell to Prieto.

In April 1778, 30 large silver medals had been struck. Other than size, the second edition medals were almost identical to the smaller first edition medals, the main difference being the bust of Carlos III, on the larger medal Carlos wares the Golden Fleece on a ribbon around his neck, and the engravers name "Prieto" under the bust.

In April 14, 1778, 24 of the larger medals were delivered to Governor Jose Galvez. On May, 2 more were given to Don Gabriel, the son of the king. The 4 that remained were sent to the Dept. of the Treasury. As with the first edition small medals, there were also Bronze medals struck without suspension rings, and given out to persons involved in the minting. The larger medals were to be struck specifically for presentation to Indian chiefs of Louisiana, and to be struck in silver only.

In May 1778, as a result of orders given by Jose de Galvez, 95 of the original 108 small 1764 first edition medals were to be sent back to the Royal Mint to be melted down. After May 1778, the small medals were to be struck specifically as military decorations to be awarded to militia officers in the Americas. These were to be only struck in gold.

It should be noted however that the small silver medals were still being requested for Quapaw Chiefs as late as 1785. In a letter dated 1785 from Captain DuBreuil, Commandant of Arkansas Post, He recommended a Quapaw Chief named Thagesideska, for a small medal. Chiefs at this time were commissioned as Large Medal

---

xiii A.H.N. Fondos Contemporaneos Ministerio de Hacienda, Madrid, Leg 7870, Exp.3.
Chiefs, Small Medal Chiefs, and Gorget Chiefs which would indicate that both small and large medals were still being presented. This practice continued into the reign of Carlos IV.

On July 1778, 2 gold medals were struck to send to Galvez. Starting in 1779 both large silver and small gold medals were struck and sent to America. On March 11, 1779, 102 large silver medals were struck. On April 5, 1779, 20 of these and 4 previously struck large silver medals and 24 Small gold medals were sent to Guatemala. May 16, 1779, 32 more gold medals were struck and sent to America. In 1780, 52 small gold medals were struck, but never sent to America.

In Feb. 1781, at St. Louis, the Spanish Governor Don Francisco Cruzat received 16 medals to distribute to Sac Chiefs.

On March 16, 1783 the last 2 small gold medals were sent to America to the Viceroy of Santa Fe.

The Carlos III, Al Merito large medals were struck between April 1778, and March 16, 1783. I know of only three existing specimens of this medal. Large Specimen #1, Fig. 4. This medal is in the Museum Lazaro in Spain. Size noted as 56mm, Photos exist in the 1948-1950 photographic inventories, Camps Cazorla.

Large Specimen #2, Fig. 5. This medal is from the John W. Adams Collection, size listed as 55.5mm, Stack’s Americana Sale 2009. Large Specimen #3, Fig. 6. This medal is somewhat clouded with mystery. It was discovered in 1862 in Wisconsin in an Indian mound at Lower Prairie du Chien. The early account I have of the medal describes it as follows. Its diameter is two and one-eighth inches “54mm.”

Its weighs 776 grains “50 Grams.” Its material is chiefly silver. Its obverse bears a bust, one and one half inches high. The bust was originally encircled by an inscription now almost illegible. Upon the reverse is the word Merito. This legend is in the midst of a wreath tied with ribbons. This relic has a hole bored through it in the margin, so that it could be hung round one’s neck. The word Merito seems to have been originally Por Merito. On the Obverse the words Carlos, Espana and Indias are decipherable. After careful study the words were thought to be "Carlos III. Rey D’Espana de las Indias." This medal has remained in the collection of the Wisconsin Historical Society since the 1860’s.

It is widely accepted that this medal was presented to Chief Huisconsin or Chief
Mitasse, of the Sauks and Foxes by Spanish Governor Don Francisco Cruzat on Nov. 20, 1781, in St. Louis.

I think it is likely that the discrepancies in the wording and means of attachment for this medal are due to its very poor condition. To validate this opinion I made a scale transparent overlay of Large Specimen #2, and it matched Large Specimen #1. The overlay also matched the remaining features of Large Specimen #3, including on the obverse, Bust and hair lines, wreath and ribbon lines, and parts of the word Carlos. On the reverse the matches are clear on the wreath and the word merit. The letter L of Al Merito is also very clear, which dismisses the early speculation that the word was Por. In addition the remains of an attaching ring seem to be present.

Betts # 536 is describing this medal, and gives the same origin “Prairie du Chien” and description that is given in the “Report and Collections of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, for the years 1880, 1881 and 1882, Vol. IX”. For these reasons I believe that the 3 known specimens I list here, as well as “Betts #536” are all the same design, Carlos III, Al Merito large medal, struck between April 1878, and March 16, 1783.

On Dec. 14, 1788 Carlos III died and the medals became invalid. There are sufficient differences in these medals, and the Carlos IV

Photographs of Breda Medals

As per David Menchell’s article in the June issue, there are an even dozen medals commemorating the Peace of Breda. David supplied photographs of five of these medals; our correspondent Sim Comfort has contributed two; and ye editor has added another four. Herewith a revised and corrected concordance along with images of 11 of the 12 medals. To our knowledge, this is the first photographic collection of its kind.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medallic Illustrations</th>
<th>Pax in Nummis</th>
<th>Van Loon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MI I, 176/528</td>
<td>Pax 257, 258</td>
<td>II, 534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177/529</td>
<td>259, 260</td>
<td>II 534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178/530</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>II 534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179/531</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>II 534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180/531</td>
<td>263, 264, 265</td>
<td>II, 538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181/532</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>II 538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182/533</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>II 538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183/534</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>II 538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184/534</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>II 538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185/535</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>II 522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186/535</td>
<td>270, 271, 272</td>
<td>II, 522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187/536</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>II, 522</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MI, I 176/528

MI, I, 177/529
Dear John;

Received my copy of “ADMIRAL VERNON MEDALS – Medals Sometimes Lie” Book and must confess it is a “breath of fresh air” in aid to a stale and kind of dull hobby. If McCormick-Goodhart was an improvement on Betts; this book is a redirection and light years advancement for the hobby. The photographic display is superb and the simple but incise descriptions make the hobby of collecting Vernon Medals fun again and am sure will awaken the quest for knowledge and interest into this fascinating hobby. A well developed book and reference guide; well done!

I have been collecting Vernon Medals for the past several years. Started while in the United Kingdom and got hooked when I gained knowledge about their relation with Portobello (I grew up in Panama). This medals are not easy to come by, but being in Europe helped me to put together a collection of some 140 pieces so far. I will be more than willing to share my knowledge with collectors and/or help new ones get started.

It is an exhilarating, gripping, and fulfilling hobby, and the publication of your book will bring a much needed push for hobbyists old and new.

Thanks for the hard work – a terrific accomplishment well overdue in our realm.

Sincerely,
Richard “Rik” Stephenson

Letters to the Editor

Hi John, Anne.

Coin World last week mentioned your census of Washington Before Boston medals, and I poked around on the web to find a couple of earlier mentions of that census
(http://www.coinbooks.org/esylum_v06n39a14.html)
(http://h-net.msu.edu/cgi-bin/logbrowse.pl?trx=vx&list=H-New-Jersey&month=0402&week=b&msg=9CRqm0ASYaMqK%2BixP/4M6w&user=&pw=)

If you're still maintaining the list, here are pictures of one that I suspect that you don't have yet. OK, it's not terribly pretty, but it sure looks to me like it has all of the diagnostics of an original specimen.

Enjoy!

Jonathan Brecher
jsb@cambridgesoft.com
Good morning, Jonathan,

Your medal has all the right diagnostics to be an original; the fourth leg on the reverse is faintly struck up, so there is some chance you have a cast. Try ringing it and, if it sounds like a bell, congratulations!

Best,
John Adams

John,

It definitely says >TING< !
(I think what you're seeing with the fourth leg is less a matter of a faint strike but the presence of oxidation/crud in the crannies that partially obscures it. Shrug.)

Jonathan Brecher
jsb@cambridgesoft.com

Hi John:

I forgot to mention that I'm working on an exhibit for the Boston ANA on the award medals for the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association. If I can get the amount of background work done that I would like to do for the exhibit, I may be able to generate an article or two for the Advisory on this subject.

David Menchell

John,


With best regards,
Steve Scher

Hi John,

I have a Washington medal that has me stumped. Haven't found it in Rulau-Fuld by index under any title I've tried…can't even confirm that it's in German--I'm guessing a marksmanship medal to Klein, a Major in the German Washington Guard, but couldn't swear to any of it. Maybe the MCA Advisory readers will have run across this? It's gilt, 37.5 mm and you can see the scar where the suspender is missing.

<<Washington queries 002.jpg>>
<<Washington queries 004.jpg>>

Anne E. Bentley
Curator of Art/acting loans registrar
Hi John:

Welcome back to the U S.

Did you have a chance to look into for me the Major Andre medals of 1780?

Sorry that I won't be in Boston. Will miss hearing your talk about Adm. Vernon.

Best,

George Kolbe

---

Hello George,

My file on this medal is regretfully thin:

1) The specimen in the MHS was stolen decades ago. Presumably it was Isaac Van Wart, but Anne Bentley could verify that for you.

2) On my first visit to the New York Historical society - at least 15 years ago - the Paulding and Williams medals that were in their inventory could not be located. The then curator concluded they had been stolen. Much later, the estimable Margi Hofer assured me that they were safe and sound.

3) The ANS lists a Paulding medal and, obviously, there can't be two. Cast copies are occasionally encountered, typically in lead.

So there you have the pieces. A little sleuthing at three institutions and you will have the whole story (the history part of it is easy). Keep me posted on how you are coming.

Best,

John W. Adams

---

Hello John,

Excellent summary of the Dutch wars by David Menchell.

Attached are M.I. 534/183 and 535/185.

You might want to do an edit of the Concordance as it is a bit confusing!

Hope all is well.

Sim Comfort

---

Hello Sim,

Great pictures, how do you do them?

Also, please give me a clue on what you mean by "a bit confusing"?

Many thanks for a sterling contribution.

Best,

John W. Adams
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QUESTIONNAIRE

How did you learn about the MCA?

What are your collecting interests?

What would you see highlighted in MCA publications?

For volunteers: I am willing to devote time to the following MCA projects:

DUES: $30.00 PER CALENDAR YEAR (Includes a subscription to monthly publications of the
MCA advisory)

Please send completed application and payment to:

Medal Collectors of America
c/o Barry Tayman
3115 Nestling Pine Court
Ellicott City, MD 21042